GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. DEFINITIONS
1.1 In these General Sales Conditions the terms hereunder have the meaning as specified for each
one of them:
a) “Blumotix”: the company Blumotix S.r.l headquartered in Lugo, Via Bedazzo 2;
b) “Purchaser”: the subject, natural person or legal entity, requesting the purchase of Blumotix
products;
c) “Party” or “Parties”: Blumotix and the Purchaser individually or jointly considered;
d) “Order” or “Orders”: the purchase order or orders issued by the Purchaser to Blumotix;
e) “Products”: all the products offered by Blumotix and described in catalogues, drawings, technical
sheets or its brochures;
f) “General Conditions”: the general sales conditions hereunder.
2. SCOPE OF APPLICATION
2.1 The General Conditions shall be valid for an unspecified length of time and apply to all sales
made between Blumotix and the Purchaser whose subject matter is the Products. As of
01.01.2015 these General Conditions replace Blumotix’ previous General Sales Conditions.
2.2 The Purchaser cannot demand or take exception to conditions other than those contained in
the General Conditions. Therefore, any conditions set out in writing by the Purchaser on the Order
shall not be valid, or those in any other phase of the contractual negotiations as well as after the
acceptance or knowledge of the General Conditions, as well as any general purchasing conditions
of the Purchaser. To this end, the performance, even partial, of the Order by Blumotix or fulfilment
of any other obligation in terms of the Purchaser are not valid and cannot be interpreted as tacit or
implicit acceptance of any general condition which has not been explicitly signed by Blumotix.
2.3 The General Conditions are only valid for contractual relationships between Blumotix and
professional operators, thus no part of Italian Legislative Decree no. 206 of. 6 September 2005
(Consumer Law) et seqq. is applicable.
2.4 In the event of differences, unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Parties (for example
in the sales conditions letter or in a specific contract) these General Conditions shall have
precedence.
3. PROCEDURE FOR FINALISING THE SALES CONTRACT
3.1 The Order sent by the Purchaser to Blumotix constitutes an irrevocable contractual proposal
which is binding for three months from the time Blumotix learns of it.
3.2 Within this three month period Blumotix, at its sole discretion, reserves the right to accept the
Order or not, and notify the Purchaser of its decision.
3.3 The sales contract shall be considered finalised following acceptance pursuant to the previous
point or with the performance of the Order by Blumotix; in this case, the Purchaser cannot cancel
the Order without previous written approval from Blumotix. Up to the time of finalising of the sales
contract under the above conditions, offers and estimates made by Blumotix or its agents,
representatives and assistants, shall not be binding for Blumotix.

3.4 In the event that the Order confirmation from Blumotix differs from the Order sent by the
Purchaser for example, but not limited to the quantity of Products, prices, discounts and delivery
terms, such confirmation shall be considered as a counterproposal from Blumotix, and must be
expressly accepted by the Purchaser, for the contract to be considered finalised.
3.5 In any case, it is hereby understood that any oral agreement with the Purchaser related to the
sale shall not be binding for Blumoix unless confirmed in writing by Blumotix.
3.6 In the event that the Order is cancelled by the Purchaser before it is accepted or performed by
Blumotix, Blumotix may ask the buyer to reimburse any expenses or charges incurred to perform
the Order or part of it as well as compensation for any sustained damages.
4. PRICES
4.1 The prices indicated in the Blumotix catalogues and price lists are considered VAT excluded for
goods delivered EXW Incoterms® 2010 (ex works) of Blumotix, also net of any transportation,
insurance, packing and assistance expenses.
4.2 Such prices are merely given as a guideline and are not binding on Blumotix in any way, who
reserves the right to make changes to the same proportionate to increases in labour, raw material
and other cost items and for other causes which occur during the catalogue/price list validity
period, including after finalising the sales contract.
5. DELIVERIES
5.1 Unless otherwise agreed between the Parties, the Products are delivered to the Purchaser or
third party assigned by the Purchaser as per EXW Incoterms® 2010 (ex works) on the ground at
the Blumotix plant.
5.2 The delivery conditions indicated in the Order or order confirmation are merely a guideline and,
are valid only for normal working and procurement conditions.
5.3 The Purchaser hereby waives any indemnity or claim for compensation against Blumotix for
direct or indirect damages due to delays or partial dispatch of the deliveries, as long as not
attributable to fraud or gross negligence by Blumotix.
5.4 In the event that performance of the Order is obstructed by the occurrence of force majeure
events, lack of regular raw material supplies or subsupplies or other unpredictable circumstances
occurring when the contract is finalised, the delivery dates shall be considered extended, without
Blumotix being held liable for the delay and new dates shall be established by the Parties. The
Purchaser shall not have the right to refuse the risk, even partial, of the shipped goods or to refuse
their delivery in any cases of a delay or partial dispatch of the Product deliveries.
5.5 If, once the Products are ready for shipping to the Purchaser, and delivery is not made due to
circumstances not attributable to Blumotix or due to force majeure, the delivery shall be considered
performed for all extents and purposes with a simple notice of goods ready for pick-up to be
notified to the Purchaser by fax or e-mail. From the day after sending the above notice, Blumotix
shall be due in addition to the agreed upon price, a fee for storage at Blumotix’ warehouse totalling
2% of the amount on the invoice for each entire week of delay; in the event of a delay less than a
week, the percentage shall be exceptionally calculated in proportion to the days of delay. All risks
related to the goods storage period at Blumotix’ warehouse are the sole responsibility of the
Purchaser. If the Purchaser’s refusal to receive the goods lasts for more than 30 days from the
notice of goods ready for pick-up, the contract shall be considered terminated.

6. RISKS
6.1 The Products, even if sold carriage paid, always travel at the risk and peril of the Purchaser,
including in cases of theft, breakdowns and tampering which may occur during shipping.
6.2 The Purchaser, at the time of receiving the Products, must always, in their own interest, check
the quantity and conditions before pick-up and notify the carrier of any damage immediately and in
writing. Each dispute related to the quantity and conditions of the packed and delivered Products
shall be refused when the Purchaser has not immediately expressed such disputes in writing to the
carrier.
7. COMPLIANCE WITH PRODUCT STANDARDS
7.1 Blumotix guarantees that all Products which fall under the scope of application of European
Directives are in compliance with the essential requirements set out in them, in order to be put on
the market and ordered in EU Member States. Compliance with the Directives is indicated by
affixing of the graphic symbol “CE“.
7.2 The Products whose exportation is forbidden in EU Member States are opportunely indicated in
all Blumotix illustrative/promotional material. Thus, the Purchaser assumes the complete liability for
putting the Products on the market in these States.
8. MODIFICATIONS TO PRODUCTS
8.1 The indications, measurements, drawings and photos of the Products and related components
present in Blumotix catalogues, brochures and websites, and in general all Blumotix technical and
informational documentation are given as a guideline and example and are not binding in any way.
8.2 Therefore, Blumotix, at any time and with no obligation for prior notice, reserves the right to
make all of the modifications that it, at its sole discretion, feels opportune for improving the Product
features and performance as well as to meet its own technological and production needs.
8.3 The quality marks and certifications indicated in writing, should be considered valid at the time
of the printing of the documentation. The list of the updated certifications is available on the
website www.blumotix.com or by contacting the Technical Assistance Service.
9. QUALITY, WARRANTIES AND COMPLAINTS
9.1 All of the Products have the qualities necessary for the normal uses for which they are
intended, as shown in the technical documentation in effect at the time of sale, which the
Purchaser declares to know and accept. In addition, the Products are covered by warranty for their
correct operation and warranty for design and manufacturing faults and/or defects for a period of
24 months from the delivery date, with the exception of normal wear and tear parts. Once this
period has elapsed, the warranty becomes null and void, even if the Products have not be put into
operation for any reason.
9.2 The warranty is effective as long as the malfunctioning, faults and/or defects are not the result
of: assembly or installation errors, failure to comply with or incorrect compliance with the technical
specifications contained in the Blumotix catalogue or on any instruction sheets, failure to perform
or incorrect maintenance, natural wear and tear, faults caused by inexperience or negligence, poor
storage conditions, failure to immediately adopt measures to limit any malfunctions, overloading
compared to the limits in the technical instruction, interruption or disruption of the electricity supply,
unauthorised intervention, tampering by or requested by the Purchaser or others, fortuitous event
or force majeure. In addition, the warranty is effective as long as the malfunctioning of the software

installed on the Product is not the result of overloading, interruption or disruption of electricity
supply.
9.3 Any complaint due to quality defects, failure to operate or faulty operation or design and
manufacturing faults and/or defects of the Products must be notified to Blumotix in writing, subject
to forfeiture of the warranty:
- within 8 days from delivery of the Products in the event of clear defects;
- within 8 days from discovery of the defects for defects becoming evident following delivery but
within two years from the delivery.
9.4 For the complaint to be accepted, the Purchaser is required to prove in writing the validity of
the warranty, the correct storage and installation of the Product, and to supply Blumotix with
adequate documentation proving the faults/defects.
9.5 The warranty is limited, up to the sole discretion of Blumotix, to replacement of the defective
Products or components (both with identical or similar products) or by repairing the defective
Products or components.
9.6 Both in the case of replacement and repair of the defective Products, the original warranty
period will continue and shall not be considered renewed.
9.7 Blumotix shall not be held liable for any additional warranty obligation, including implicit,
resulting from laws, whether statutory or not, in favour of the Purchaser, including implicit
warranties for non-compliance, non-saleable defects and the suitability of the Products for a
special use.
10. LIABILITY
10.1 Without prejudice to mandatory limits set by law and with the exclusion of fraud and gross
negligence, Blumotix shall not be held liable – contractually or non-contractually or resulting from
any other source - for damages resulting from any non-fulfilment, as well as direct and/or indirect
damages resulting from Product faults or defects, their malfunctioning or from repairs or
replacements, by means of example and not limited to, loss of profit, loss of savings, loss of
reputation, loss of goodwill and interruption of plants where the Products are intended to be used.
10.2 Blumotix shall not be held liable for Products sold and/or installed in countries where there are
standards which do not allow their use, for uses which they are not intended or for installations and
uses not in compliance with the Products technical specifications indicated in the catalogues and
instruction handbooks in effect at the time of the sale.
10.3 In the event of revision of the technical specifications and instruction handbook for Products
already delivered and/or installed during the warranty period, the Purchaser shall not be covered
under warranty for correct operation according to the new technical specifications of the purchased
product.
10.4 The Purchaser agrees to establish in all contracts regarding the Products a clause limiting
Blumotix’ liability substantially identical to that envisaged by this article, assuming the complete
and sole liability for the additional movement of Products supplied by Blumotix.
11. RETURNS
11.1 Return of the Products is not allowed without prior written authorisation from Blumotix, for
failure to obtain such the goods shall be redelivered to the Purchaser and at the expense of the
Purchaser.

11.2 In the event of authorised return, the Products shall be returned carriage paid at the expense
and risk of the Purchaser to Blumotix warehouses, within a period of 8 days, from the date of
receiving authorisation from Blumotix. The Purchaser shall be credited for the purchase price of the
Products, minus a minimum amount of 15% as compensation for administrative expenses.
However, Blumotix reserves the right not to accept the return or to apply a higher percentage for
compensation for administrative expenses if the goods are returned after the period indicated
above.
11.3 In any case, the return of Products not present in the catalogue in effect at the time of the
request to return or for which significant changes have been made to the technical specifications,
is prohibited.
12. PAYMENT OF THE PRICE
12.1 Payments shall be made in compliance with the following conditions here below or according
to what is otherwise agreed between the Parties in writing.
Every order that has been sent or committed provides for the total acceptance of all the
“General Sales Conditions”.
The Purchaser fills out the order as stated in the Price List that will be in force on the date
of the underwriting.
The Prices indicated therein are considered gross, in Euro and VAT excluded.
The prices indicated are valid except for error or omission.
Blumotix reserves the right to make changes at the time of the ordering, for adjustments or
modifications.
The transportation expenses are charged on the invoice.
12.2 Delay, including partial, of the payment of the invoices beyond their due date shall result in
immediate charging of interest in accordance with Italian Legislative Decree no. 231/2002
(implementing EC Directive 2000/35) or subsequent legislation adopted to implement Directive
2011/7/EU, in addition to debiting any bank expenses and fees.
12.3 Failure to pay for any reason, as well as failure to fulfil any other obligation by the Purchaser
authorises Blumotix to suspend the sales and related deliveries, as well as demand payment for
the entire amount due, without prejudice to its right to withdraw from the Order being performed.
12.4 Blumotix also reserves the right to suspend supplies in the event of a significant modification
in the Purchaser’s economic situation, by means of example but not limited to, receivership,
settlement with creditors, bankruptcy, transfer of the business, or serious financial difficulty.
12.5 The Purchaser shall be responsible for collection expenses or stamp duty for payments
received by bank transfer or other forms of payment.
12.6 Any discount agreed upon in writing between the Parties, is subject to complete compliance
with payment due dates. Failure to pay within the agreed due dates shall result in forfeiture of the
discount and the Purchaser who unduly withheld it is obligated to reimburse it.
12.7 Any complaint from the Purchaser including for late delivery of incomplete supply, shall not
give the Purchaser the right to suspend or delay payment.
12.8 The Purchaser cannot claim any non-fulfilment of Blumotix’, nor claim the warranty as per
article 10 above, if not up to date with payments.
12.9 Parties agree to act in accordance with the obligations under art. 3 of law no.136/2010, in
order to ensure the traceability of financial transactions related to public services and supplies,
clarifying that the violation of these provisions involves the legal termination of the sale to the
Purchaser.

13. INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
13.1 Blumotix shall remain the sole owner of the patents, drawings, designs and anything else
used to create the Products, which, therefore, the Purchaser agrees not the give to third parties,
reproduce or use. If the creation of the Products is performed by Blumotix based on specific
request and technical documentation of the Purchaser, Blumotix shall not be held liable for the
violation of industrial property rights by third parties, which shall be the sole responsibility of the
Purchaser, who agrees to guarantee and indemnify and hold Blumotix harmless from any claims
made against it.
13.2 The Purchaser agrees to use Blumotix trademarks solely for the purposes of identifying,
advertising and selling the Products, refraining from registering them of having them registered
without prior written approval from Blumotix.
14. CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATION
14.1 The sales commercial conditions, particularly regarding the budget, incentive and discount
conditions, as well as all other documentation or information classified by Blumotix as confidential,
have a strictly confidential nature, therefore, the Purchaser agrees not to divulge them or
communicate them to third parties, nor to use them for purposes other than the finalising and
performance of this sales contract, including after performance of the Order.
14.2 Blumotix reserves the right to pursue, including legally, any violations of the aforesaid
confidentiality obligation.
15. PRIVACY
15.1 Blumotix agrees to collect and process the personal data it may learn of in compliance with
Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 and subsequent amendments, with the purposes connected to
performing this contract and to fulfil all legal requirements including of a tax or accounting nature.
The information is available on the website www.blumotix.com.
16. APPLICABLE LAW, COURT AND LANGUAGE
16.1 All sales contracts finalised by Blumotix, regardless of the Purchaser’s nationality and place of
destination of the Products, are governed by Italian laws or, based on decision by Blumotix, by the
laws of the place of the Purchaser’s registered office or Blumotix branch.
16.2 Application of the Vienna Convention on contracts for the international sale of goods of 11
April 1980 remains expressly excluded, as well as other statutory Conventions concerning
international sales and governing conflicts between laws.
16.3 Any dispute arising between the Parties shall be submitted to the Italian court and solely to
the Court of Ravenna, without prejudice to Blumotix’ right to act at the Purchaser’s address.
16.4 If these General Conditions are drafted in more than one language, the text in Italian shall be
decisive.

